
Rubber Gym Flooring Tiles & Mats

New Jordan Activ rubber floor tiles, with excellent impact protection and noise 
suppression properties these are a firm favorite with high traffic commercial gyms. 

Price from£10.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-activ-flooring-black

New Jordan Activ rubber floor tiles, with excellent impact protection and noise 
suppression properties these are a firm favorite with high traffic commercial gyms. 

Price from£13.97

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-activ-flooring-red

New Jordan Activ rubber floor tiles, with excellent impact protection and noise 
suppression properties these are a firm favorite with high traffic commercial gyms. 

Price from£10.74

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-activ-flooring-grey

Sourced originally for several bespoke gym projects, our Interlocking 17mm 1.2m 
x 1.8m Premium Gym Mats have now become a commercial gym favourite, 
second only to our 16mm premium gym tile. The benefit of our Interlocking 
Premium Gym Flooring is being able to offer a chamfered/ ramp edge

Price: £75.40

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/interlocking-premium-gym-mats

Sourced for several large Council and MOD Gym projects, our BLACK Interlocking 
16mm thick super tough Premium Gym Tiles have become a commercial gym 
favourite. Slightly more expensive than our Larger Premium Gym Mats but easier 
to lay with less wastage and simple one-length ramp or corner edges.

RRP: £15.75

Our Price: £10.79
You Save: £4.96 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/interlocking-premium-gym-floor-tiles
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High density recycled rubber flooring tile MADE IN UK- CFH 1.8m (Critical Fall 
Height) The composition of these rubber tiles is shredded rubber strands which 
not only keeps them dense with a degree of impact absorption but also makes 
them super tough and environmentally friendly through recycling

Price from£56.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-floor-tile

High density recycled rubber flooring tile MADE IN UK- CFH 0.8m (Critical Fall 
Height) The composition of these rubber tiles is shredded rubber strands which 
not only keeps them dense with a degree of impact absorption but also makes 
them super tough and environmentally friendly through recycling

Price from£42.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-floor-tile-25mm

New - Our same Premium Gym Mat 1.8m x 1.2m now comes without the 
interlocking edges. It's straight cut edge means it can be butted up to a wall 
without the need to trim off interlocking rubber lugs. Great for a smaller area of the 
gym where ramp edges are also not required.

Price: £69.75

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/square-edge-premium-gym-mats

GymRatZ BLACK Interlocking 16mm thick super tough Premium Gym Tiles have 
been introduced at the new bigger size of 1m x 1m due to popular demand. Our 
existing 500mm square tiles still remain by far the most popular size gym tile 
we've ever sold

RRP: £62.96

Our Price: £43.16
You Save: £19.80 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/interlocking-premium-gym-floor-mats-1m

Heavy duty recycled rubber flooring. The flooring is reversible with one ribbed side 
and the reverse bobbled. GymRatZ preference is to have the bobbled side facing 
upwards. These heavy duty gym mats are 6' by 4' by 10mm thick. Each mat 
weighs approximately 20 Kg. They are ideal for flooring a gym

RRP: £79.99

Our Price: £56.99
You Save: £23.00 - 29 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/heavy-duty-rubber-flooring
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The Powerlifter Rubber Flooring is 7mm thicker (17mm) than the Heavy Duty 
Rubber Flooring, subsequently, these are ideal for areas which are likely to 
receive more pounding from dropped weights etc. Making these mats ideal for a 
heavy-duty freeweights gym or a powerlifting area.

RRP: £99.99

Our Price: £69.99
You Save: £30.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerlifter-rubber-flooring

Popular in specialist training facilities, an Olymipc Weightlifting platform is ideal for 
performing explosive lifts such as deadlifts and cleans. The lifting platform is 1.8m 
X 2.4m. The lifting platform comprises of Interlocking 17mm thick rubber sections.

Price: £249.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/lifting-platform-economy
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